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PIVOTAL DECISIONS IN OUTSOURCING 1
Outsourcing the IT function is more than a simple case of applying quality metrics.
In February 2015, Harrison Northman was in Colorado preparing funeral arrangements for his mother
who had just passed away due to a prolonged illness. He took a break from this very stressful activity to
check in with the office. As Group ICT Infrastructure Manager for premium mattress fabric manufacturer
DesleeClama NV (DCGroup), Northman was responsible for all computing technology, networking and
communications encompassing all business units globally.
At one point, Northman shook his head in frustration as he listened to missed messages. Gene Corn,
Warehouse Manager of the Inman, SC unit, left several. Each message grew more desperate in tone than
the previous with the last one exclaiming “…the scanners are down and I can’t get in touch with anyone!
Help!” Before returning the call, Northman pondered “Why was Pivotal not responding?”
Managed Services Provider (MSP) Pivotal IT (Pivotal) entered a contract in late 2013 with DCGroup
subsidiary DesleeClama North America (DCNA) to manage and maintain computing assets on site. Their
responsibilities also required they remotely manage service desk incidents and to lead on-site technology
infrastructure projects as needed.
Despite Pivotal receiving adequate feedback related to periodic reviews from end-users, there were
recurring technology problems on site that delayed production and shipments on a regular basis. These
were rooted in organizational and communications breakdowns between the two parties. Consequently, a
recently reorganized DCNA executive management team was skeptical of the arrangement. Northman
was puzzled by conflicting feedback, leaving him with only a few options to consider:
•

Renegotiate the current contract to better fit the revised organizational needs of the company

•

Demote Pivotal to a role that better aligned with its core strengths

•

Replace Pivotal with another MSP or contract employee
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Industry and Company Background
The mattress bedding market manufactured and distributed mattresses that were generally sold via
independent dealers. Manufacturers experienced 23% growth from $7 billion in 2011 to $8.7 billion. This
expansion was a sigh of relief to the sector which had been in decline since 2005. The major players in
the market were Serta International, Simmons Bedding Company and Tempur Sealy International.
(Rivera, 2016)
Bedding manufacturers relied on a relatively small segment of the textile industry that produced mattress
fabric. Mills like DCNA benefited from growth in the market by producing customized premium knitted
fabrics for all the major players. It was forecast that the growth would continue.

DesleeClama N.V.
DCNA parent DesleeClama N.V. (DCGroup) originated in Vichte, Belgium in 1928. At its inception, the
company was named Deslee Textiles. The start-up produced and distributed locally woven mattress
fabrics called ticking. Seventy-four years later, the company opened Deslee Textiles USA in Atlanta,
Georgia as a distribution hub for its major customer Simmons Bedding USA. The expansion did not stop
in the USA. In 2004 it acquired P.T. Clama Indonesia and changed the name of the company to
DesleeClama N.V. To manage volume and increase capacity, a new 200,000 sq./ft. facility in Zonnebeke,
Belgium was completed in 2004. It would serve as a research, manufacturing and distribution center as
well as international headquarters. The facility would allow production not only of mattress fabrics, but
also production, spinning, and distribution of its own synthetic yarns. As a result of the investments, the
company continued to expand to Canada, China, Brazil, Estonia, Poland, Romania, Singapore, South
Africa and Spain over a period of eight years.

DesleeClama North America
Founded in 2002, Deslee Textiles USA, Inc. was a local manufacturer and distributor of mattress fabric
with no more than thirty customers. At first the startup was a distribution facility. Annual sales for the
first ten years consistently averaged $12 million and in 2012 a growth spurt put them at $18 million in
annual sales. Increases in sales were attributed to a new fabric finishing process called Breeze. The
product was designed to offer mattress owners a ‘cooling sensation’ as they slept. Mattress
manufacturers like Sealy and Tempurpedic adopted new lines of designer fabric. Deslee Textiles’
flagship unit was DCGroup in Zonnebeke, Belgium led by Co-CEOs Jos Deslee (Strategy and
Operations) and Hans Dewaele (Sales and Marketing). Its annual turnover was around 60MM EUR. In
late 2012, new president and managing director, Craig Dunlop renamed the Deslee Textiles to
DesleeClama North America Inc.

Challenges in Manufacturing and Logistics
DCNA did not begin manufacturing until 2004 when it moved into a 75,000 sq./ft. facility in Inman, SC.
It would produce large 50 to 100 meter rolls of both knitted and woven mattress fabric. In 2006, due to
global economic factors and adequate production capacity at its Indonesian (DCID), Brazilian (DCBR)
and Belgian (DCGroup) counterparts, woven mattress fabrics manufacturing was discontinued locally.
Instead, circular knitting machines would produce higher-margin, higher-quality fabrics. Woven fabrics,
however, were imported at cost from the sister facilities.
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A custom enterprise resource planning system (ERP) called Schaeffer originated from code purchased
from a Belgian software company with the same name. Schaeffer ERP was not ready to handle such a
sophisticated supply chain scenario. Under increased time pressure, Stefaan Verkest, DCGroup CIO led
development of new modules for Schaeffer that were quickly deployed without much testing so that intercompany transactions would be possible immediately. Module design requirements were driven by
decisions at an individual-facilities level and not at the DCGroup level, consequently causing a flurry of
changes with very little testing and, with it, a flurry of complaints. Due to increased complexity and
rapidly-deployed, sparsely-documented changes, Schaeffer was beginning to establish a negative
reputation among business units outside Belgium.
Warehouse operations used Schaeffer to control physical inventories. Wireless 2D barcode scanners
communicated directly with Schaeffer to track rolls of fabric coming off knitting machines as it visited
each stop in the chain until it left the shipping dock. Schaeffer communicated with the scanners via WIFI
and Microsoft Windows remote desktop sessions (staff commonly referred to as RDP). Remote Desktop
Protocol or “RDP” sessions allowed simultaneous user interaction with programs installed on a single
server. A material handler would manipulate a program in the RDP session to adjust inventory
appropriately. When a break occurred in WIFI communication or the RDP server, the material handler
would need to wait until the session was restored to continue a warehouse task. As such, WIFI or RDP
outages lasting longer than five minutes severely reduced warehouse efficiency.

DCNA IT and Operations
Role Transition 1.0
Northman joined DCNA in October 2005 as the unit’s Director of IT. Being a solo operation, his
responsibilities at that time were split between strategic management, incident management, business
process analysis, application developer and database developer tasks. The job would evolve over time as
Deslee and Verkest tasked Northman with solving serious reporting performance issues at the DCGroup
level. Northman traveled on a regular basis to the core sites in Belgium, Brazil and Indonesia to this end.
As Northman performed site surveys for each business unit involved in the reporting project, he
uncovered a very old, heterogenous server, networking, and communications infrastructure. He crafted a
separate report detailing storage and computing deficiencies as well as a need for better management of
such resources. Some of the storage and computing deficiencies were resolved as part of the reporting
project. But there were still many outstanding problems related to networking and communications. Also
absent were global standards for Internet use, technology asset procurement, disaster recovery and general
IT governance. Northman presented the findings and his five-year strategy to resolve these potentially
enterprise-crippling issues to his superiors. By December 2008, the management team agreed that a
Group ICT Infrastructure Manager role should be created and that Northman should be appointed to it.
In his new role, Northman would no longer perform any business analyst or software development tasks
at DCNA. Instead he would be devoted to computing, communications and networking management tasks
globally, while still performing local infrastructure tasks at the struggling DCNA facility. The effort split
would be devoted to global (group) management of eight direct reports and two managed services
providers at a growing number of international manufacturing and distribution sites. The rest of the effort
would be devoted to the local infrastructure at DCNA. This arrangement would remain unchanged until
June of 2012.
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Managing Director, Transition and Growth
Actions taken by the DCGroup board in summer of 2012 would signify the beginning of a very volatile
business culture at DCNA (still called Deslee Textiles USA at that time). The volatility began when
president, Bart Dehaerne vacated his role to become president of Poppies, USA in North Carolina. In his
place, Craig Dunlop would fill the position, beginning in August 1, 2012.
Self-admittedly, Dunlop was not someone who had very much patience with technology. And he was not
comfortable attempting to describe a technology problem over email or telephone. His desire was to
simply have someone come look at the problem and immediately fix it.
Notwithstanding, Dunlop inherited a research directive with the purpose of developing a proprietary
fabric finishing process for a potentially major customer. If successful, the process would lead to tripling
of gross sales income within a few years. As it turned out, by the end of 2012, the process was successful
and orders for new lines of fabric were finally being placed.
The new injection of cash was applied to expanding both warehouse and manufacturing capacity as well
as define a strategy to renew interest in bedding and mattresses by offering more “fashionable knitted
fabrics.” Just as Tempurpedic transformed the mattress market with its trademark foam design, Dunlop
wanted to do the same with the fabric that wrapped the foam form. The strategy paid off. Within six
months, orders for trendier fashionable knitted fabrics were rolling in.
The near-overnight success of the new lines of fabric brought about significant challenges regarding
manufacturing and warehouse capacities. New challenges would mean more production shifts and more
people. Dunlop also wanted to expand and redefine sales territories. By the end of 2013, the name of the
company was changed to DesleeClama North America and, for the first time in company history, the sales
budget would grow beyond $15 million. The number of employees tripled and so did the need for more
IT assets and computing capacity.

Role Transition 2.0
Growth was not limited to DCNA. The Brazilian business unit (DCBR) was also in the same situation.
Moreover, the DCGroup board was also in the process of expanding its global footprint to Estonia, South
Africa, Poland and China. From an IT perspective, expansion meant new infrastructure projects that fitted
the facilities with necessary business and manufacturing support technologies. Essentially, Northman
needed to duplicate the DCNA systems model and apply it to the new startups. Consequently, the
expansion added more points of presence and thus more complexity and data load on the wide area
network (WAN). The WAN connected the business units together as if they were all working in the same
building. Northman would also need to ensure the success of an urgent major upgrade of server and
networking architecture at DCGroup.
Managing the success of all the new global projects began to overwhelm Northman as he also acquired
new DCNA technology initiatives. Knowing his travel schedule and direct effort applied to global
projects would dramatically increase, Northman provided a report detailing the need for his replacement.
Again, management agreed with his assessment and decided to dedicate Northman to the Group ICT
Infrastructure role, leaving his position at DCNA open. Consequently, the IT Director position was
eliminated and in its place the role Infrastructure Responsible (IR) was created. The IR task scope
included planning, budgeting, procuring and maintaining computing hardware, networking and
communications. Despite his diminishing presence at DCNA, Northman was now responsible for hiring
and managing the new position. As such, he would require someone who could work autonomously
during the weeks Northman was away from the USA facility.
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Once the position was identified, it was necessary to begin a search. But there was one final caveat before
beginning. For reasons unspecified to Dunlop and Northman, the Infrastructure Responsible role was to
be outsourced to a contractor who specialized in IT functions. Some managers were skeptical of the idea
because there was already so much change occurring in the organization at the time. Knowing there
would be a potential cultural shift by users interacting with a vendor instead of an employee, DCNA
management was not comfortable charting this “new territory” in such an actively changing and complex
business environment.
Northman made attempts to uncover Verkest’s justification for the move. Most likely fatigued by the
questions, Verkest finally stated “…you need to talk to Jos during his next visit.” Northman finally met
with Jos who gave adequate justification for the requirement. Northman understood the motivation behind
the move and relayed the sentiment to DCNA management. While still a bit uneasy about the transition,
they were nonetheless motivated to move ahead.
Now the search would begin in earnest.

The Search
Before starting the process of hiring a managed services provider (MSP), Northman attempted to do some
research about the benefits and challenges related to the relationship.

What is a MSP?
A Managed Services Provider was considered a vendor that offered a variety of IT functions in an
organization. Northman interviewed peers who had already established such a relationship in their
organization. He sought to understand the justification through a set of benefits and challenges described
in basic terms as follows:
Benefits: (Essent, 2009)
•
•
•
•
•

The opportunity to scale up or down effort applied to both daily tasks and projects
Ensures fast-changing technology remains current
An array of specialized skills is available when projects dictate the need
Forces clarity in the definition of quality metrics used to govern the department
Variable costs structure. Pay for what you need when you need it

Challenges:
•
•

MSP’s lack of customer organizational and cultural awareness may cause priorities of the MSP to
clash with those of the customer’s internal stakeholders
Ownership in task execution and follow-up can be problematic due to the arms-length nature of
the relationship (Chron, 2010)

Using information yielded from the research, Northman developed a weighted set of requirements used to
evaluate the MSPs during the Request for Proposal (RFP) process (see Exhibit 1).
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The Selection
The Greenville, Spartanburg SC area was not represented well with MSP vendors. It became difficult to
find a vendor that would be a good fit in terms of price and requirements satisfaction. The vendors that
could meet all or most of the requirements were very expensive. The costs for such entities were nearly
twice that of hiring just one full-time employee (FTE). eGroup was the most expensive at $9280/mo.
Other candidates were very small operations with one or two individuals that could only satisfy a handful
of the requirements.
Only two companies could provide more than half of the requirements. Atkins Data & Telephone
Services (Atkins) with a monthly cost of $3900 and Pivotal ITS (Pivotal) with its monthly cost at $4440.
Pivotal was chosen because they offered a very mature service desk that Atkins could not offer. See the
selection document used to evaluate requirements fit in Exhibit 2.

Contract Finalization and Onboarding
After Pivotal was informed of their selection, they went to work drafting the contract which included, in
Northman’s opinion, a reasonable SLA (see Exhibit 3).
At its core, the service responsibility would be as follows:
•

•

•
•

Strategic Consulting Services
o Network Design
o Asset Management
o Network Documentation
o Executive Review Sessions
o Procurement Services
o Vendor Review
Proactive Solutions
o System Maintenance
o Patch Management
o Remote Monitoring
Reactive Support Services
o Help Desk Support
o Remote Engineering
Disaster Recovery
o Backup Management

After the contract was signed in November 2013, the onboarding began. Onboarding was a process of
introducing the MSP to the company and integrating them into the daily processes. Doing so involved an
inventory phase where details about standard operating procedures (SOP) and IT assets were collected
and assimilated into the MSP(s) master data. Pivotal completed the inventory phase by the end of
December 2013 and was ready to begin full service starting January 1, 2014.

Quality Metrics and Administration
Northman collected data to be used in a periodic report sent only to his superiors, Dunlop and Verkest.
Certain quality metrics were already defined and established at all of the business units globally.
The quality metrics used to evaluate Pivotal’s performance were very simple. Also added was a subjective
feedback survey to gauge user sentiment. Since the practice of employing an MSP was relatively new,
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Northman wanted to review any positive, but primarily any negative feedback from users so that proper
adjustments could be made to agreement. Performance metrics used for this relationship were as follows:
Metrics used:
•
•

Efficiency – total open incidents / total closed incidents
Average Effort Hour – average of the actual time in hours applied to resolving incidents

Feedback Survey Questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is the availability of the service desk sufficient for you?
Are the response times acceptable?
How do you rate the technical knowledge of the service desk?
Is the service desk working as you would expect?
How do you rate the communication and follow-up problem resolution?
Is the time to resolve the problem acceptable?
How do you rate the communications skills of the service desk?
Overall quality of the service desk?

Positive Results
The metrics revealed Pivotal was progressing in a satisfactory manner. Actual reporting of quality metric
data can be found in Exhibit 4.
Feedback Survey results appeared to be always improving with the question “Overall Quality of the
Service Desk?”
“Over 70% of users have a favorable opinion of the service desk…”. The absence of negative feedback
in this area means that we are moving in a positive direction. More can be done, of course to improve
those numbers to 100% favorability” (see Exhibit 5 for complete survey data).

Challenges
Northman considered Pivotal to be the IT presence at DCNA. For the first quarter of service coverage he
widened his threshold of expected performance as defined by the Service Level Agreement (SLA).
Knowing there would be issues getting comfortable with the relationship, he tolerated frequent instances
of service desk unavailability, end-user confusion about who to contact when an incident occurred, lapses
in recalling knowledge defined in their master data and weak project supervision. However, similar issues
persisted until September 2014 when calls were initiated by Dunlop to “…do something about all the
computer problems!”.
Northman attempted to assist Pivotal by creating and granting write access to a shared Microsoft OneNote
file containing standard operating procedures, documentation and change logs technicians could consult
and update when performing required tasks. Pivotal agreed to share the document with their staff. See
Exhibit 6 that illustrates the usage of the document.
In addition to internal IT challenges, almost all management team members at DCNA were replaced in
2012. Only Dunlop and Connie Valenti, VP of Finance remained while new executive positions were
created and existing roles redefined. The changes introduced a volatile effect on headcount and turnover
7
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in the organization. As such, there was intense pressure on Pivotal to handle employee changes quickly—
meaning that IT user provisioning procedures needed to be completed within hours of the decision. See a
categorical breakdown of effort provided by Pivotal for 2014 in Exhibit 7.

Summary and Conclusion
Summary
By February 2015 Northman was at a crossroads. He was faced with conflicting views regarding the
outsourcing directive. DCGroup’s management team requires that all sites outsource the local IT service
desk and related technology projects. On the other hand, DCNA’s management team was still not
satisfied with this type of arrangement. As a result, Northman realized he should improve and expand
operational visibility. Instead of sending his reports to Dunlop and Verkest only, he would, instead, send
to all DCNA executive managers and, if necessary, present it at one of the periodic board meetings.
Everyone would then be able to see evidence of user satisfaction and project status. Doing so would
hopefully mitigate negative bias by management of this type of arrangement. In addition to improving
transparency, Northman begins to contemplate options that would further improve the perception of IT
performance at DCNA.

Revise and Better Enforce the SLA
The first option considered was to renegotiate the contract with Pivotal to redefine the SLA based on a
level more compatible with Northman’s and, by extension, management team expectations. More
importantly, Northman would better enforce SLA with regards to project quality and duration.
Advantages and disadvantages of choosing this option were apparent. Benefits would include incurring no
new costs associated with onboarding a replacement for Pivotal. Project completion rate and quality
should improve, thereby mitigating some of the more pressing chronic issues related to warehouse and
logistics. The main disadvantage would involve potential risk related to Pivotal and its ability to complete
projects in a timely, qualitative and cost-effective manner.

Reduce Pivotal’s Role to Remote Service Desk Only
Another option considered was to renegotiate the contract in a way that limits Pivotal’s scope of
responsibility to remote service desk only. Northman would then employ one or more vendors to execute
projects and on-site maintenance. Doing so would give Northman desired control and flexibility to switch
or even add vendors as needed. Project completion rates should increase and relieve chronic issues
plaguing the company. A disadvantage considered was that Pivotal might decline any new
arrangements—potentially generating overhead in selecting and onboarding a new MSP. Consequently,
users might have to contend with a change in service desk personnel. Project and hourly billing for on-site
maintenance costs could potentially increase if the new vendors would not match Pivotal’s reduced
package rate.

Hire Full-Time On-Site Contractor
A final option Northman considered was to simply end the contract with Pivotal. In their place, he would
hire a full-time contractor through an agency. Doing so would imply someone was always on site for
urgent service desk issues. Northman would have full control over project management. With his direct
oversight, projects may be completed on time and chronic issues relieved. Dunlop expectations for
immediate assistance would be satisfied. On the other hand, more effort would need to be applied to
initial training and retraining of individual contractors. Northman would also forfeit the benefits of a MSP
relationship.
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Exhibit 1: Request for Proposals Document
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Exhibit 2: Weighted Selection by Requirements
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Exhibit 3: Pivotal Service Agreement
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Exhibit 4: Basic Metrics Applied - DCNA
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Exhibit 5: Feedback Survey
Feedback Survey Results
The following survey was published November 8th 2014. Eleven of 38 users responded (29%) to the
questions as of November 15th. I will respond to each question individually followed by a summary
statement with action items.

Nearly 64% of users have a favorable opinion of the availability of the service desk, meaning the window
of opportunity for help is sufficient to most users.
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Nearly 64% of users have a favorable opinion of the response times of the service desk, meaning the
service desk does a satisfactory job in acknowledging the service request and making initial contact with
the user. In most cases, a user gets an e-mail response from the service desk within 5 minutes of
submitting the request.
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70% of users have a favorable opinion concerning the technical knowledge of the service desk technician.
This will improve over time as all of the service desk staff become more familiar with DesleeClama
North America ICT operational processes, assets and structure.
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Just over half of the users have a favorable opinion about how they think ICT should be organized and
perform. This is also an area that needs improvement based on the input of some users. A more direct
survey will be published to get a better feel for what users really want from an “ideal” service desk
operation.
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Over 90% of users have a favorable opinion with regards to follow-up after a solution has been applied to
a problem. Good follow-up is key to ensuring problems do not linger and fall through the cracks. At least
1 user has expressed concern in this area. We will focus on all open issues to ensure proper follow-up for
all issues for all users.
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Only 40% of users have a favorable opinion with regards to the time it takes to resolve a problem. Better
communication during the resolution process is most likely needed. Based on effort estimates, on average
it takes approximately 45 minutes of effort to resolve an issue by the service desk. We set a benchmark of
30 minutes of effort on average to resolve. In terms of closing time (the amount of time between opening
and closing a ticket), there is no real data yet. Cases where there must be physical intervention (on-site
activity) may be to blame for this statistic as there is little on-site presence related to infrastructure
support. Some changes will need to take place to improve this situation. Better education about alternative
working scenarios/equipment would also be helpful.
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Over 80% of users have a favorable opinion of the technician”s ability to communicate technical
knowledge as it relates to the problem cause or solution in a way that is understandable.
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Over 70% of users have a favorable opinion of the service desk as a whole. The absence of negative
feedback in this area means that we are moving in a positive direction. More can be done, of course to
improve those numbers to 100% favorability.
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This survey is the feedback opportunity since employing a service desk entity. I will take this information
to the service desk team so we can learn more about what is making the system weaker and shore up those
areas.
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Exhibit 6: A Page of the OneNote File Shared with Pivotal
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Exhibit 7: 2014 Categorical View of Incidents and Effort Hours
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